Where are we going?

- Weaknesses
  - Trackless
  - Better
  - More industrial

- Traffic light
  - What property guarantees?
  - Ordered
  - Both lights green
  - Always (some light red)
  - Always (eventually light is)
  - not finite (on the face of it)

Assertion Validation
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Assertion Validation

Come to class if you can! I miss you!

"goodState" in the spec
- Safety
  - all light, one color

In Section
- 1. Bare
- 2. Inductive

? What about bounds?

Bounds on state size ✓ Need to figure out
Bounds on "trace length" X no tree is, no "trace" to bound.

Preservation of good state
- all s1, s2, state!
  - (goodState[s1] and t[s1, s2]) implies goodState[s2]